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All Covid Variants, Viruses & Sicknesses Are 

NOT Contagious Even If Virologists & 

Professors Say They Are – “LAA ADWAA”, Said 

Our Rasool Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam! 
Our beloved Rasool-e-Akram (Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) rejected ALL scientific research, theories, 

findings and experiments regarding viruses, variants, diseases and regarding the virologists’, 

governments’ and professors’ contagion beliefs in the following Blessed words recorded in Bukhari 

Shareef: 

“LAA ADWAA! (There is no contagion)…” 

Hence, whether it is a ‘deadly’ variant or a ‘mild’ variant, and whether it is a newly discovered variant 

in SA or whether it is something discovered in China’s Wuhan, the Golden Islamic Perspective remains 

applicable to each one of them with the same amount of stress and weight, i.e. LAA ADWAA! THEY 

ARE NOT CONTAGIOUS IN THE LEAST BIT! 

Hence, the theological bodies calling themselves ‘Muslims’, as well as their radio stations dubbed with 

the name ‘Islam’, should keep the above Hadith Shareef in the front of their minds and instead of 

increasing the propaganda of the Kuffaar government, atheists and the WHO, they should keep up with 

their organisation’s (Islamic) name and be vociferous in spreading the Islamic perspective to the 

Ummah, not the Kuffaar’s findings and tales which go directly against Islamic Teachings.  

Alas! How unfortunate is it to learn how these very same theological bodies with its mouthpiece (radio) 

goes on with the Kuffaar narrative regarding covid and its newly hatched variants. This shows that these 

theological bodies and their radio/s have lost their Islamic ethos entirely since they have failed to uphold 

a simple, clear and easy teaching of Nabi (Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) which has ALL the solutions in 

the face of covid with ALL the latter’s deceit, lies, tricks and Dajjaaliyat.  

Muslims are warned that these very same theological bodies who claim to represent the Muslims of SA 

to the corrupt government have sold Islam to the Kuffaar. The Importance of Salaah in the Masaajid 

was sold in last year’s court case. This year, the Laws of Nikaah, etc. were sold in the name of the 

KUFR MMB Bill which they (UUCSA) supported. 

The Sahaabah’s honour has also been sold in the deafening silence of these ‘umbrella bodies’ under the 

garb of ‘uucsa’, by failing to expose the KUFR of the Shi’as and warning the Ummah of their KUFR, 

as well as their slander and abuse to the Sahaabah (Radhiyallahu anhum).  

Muslims should incumbently abstain from supporting or referring their Deeni issues to such theological 

bodies and every other such organisation or branch which represents them or follows them. Even their 

Hilaal sightings should not be supported or accepted. Alhamdulillah, there are many other alternatives, 

one being the Wifaaqul-Ulama of SA which is founded by very senior, prominent and pious Ulama-e-

Haq. Refer one’s Deeni issues to Allah-fearing Ulama-e-Haq. In this lies the safety of one’s Imaan. 
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